Form ICH-09 (2009) - Request from an NGO for Accreditation
PART 2: THE REQUEST FORMAT AND EXPLANATORY NOTES
This form aims at providing the Committee with the information it will require in order to be able to
determine whether the organization requesting accreditation meets the criteria figuring in
paragraph 88 of the Operational Directives:
88. Non-governmental organizations shall:
a. have proven competence, expertise and experience in safeguarding (as
defined in Article 2.3 of the Convention) intangible cultural heritage
belonging, inter alia, to one or more specific domains;
b. have a local, national, regional or international nature, as appropriate;
c. have objectives that are in conformity with the spirit of the Convention and,
preferably, statutes or bylaws that conform with those objectives;
d. cooperate in a spirit of mutual respect with communities, groups, and,
where appropriate, individuals that create, maintain and transmit intangible
cultural heritage;
e. possess operational capacities, including:
i.

a regular active membership, which forms a community linked by the
desire to pursue the objectives for which it was established;

ii.

an established domicile and a recognized legal personality as
compatible with domestic law;

iii.

having existed and having carried out appropriate activities for at least
four years when being considered for accreditation.

NGOs requesting accreditation should also familiarize themselves with the mOdalitiY~I?~q ITH
procedures for accreditation in paragraphs 89-95 of the Operational DirectR~4JcQIs1Ia~1fIIl4
procedures and documentation requirements detailed in paragraph 94.
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N° .......... y~l:t ........

1. Name of the organization
Please provide the full official name of the organization, in its original language as well as in
French and/or English.
Associazione Culturale B.R.1.0. Brillanti Realta in Osservazione
Cultural Association B.R.1.0. Brilliant Realities under Observation
2. Address of the organization
Please provide the complete postal address of the organization, as well as additional contact
information such as its telephone or fax numbers, e-mail address, website, etc.. This should be
the postal address where the organization carries out its business, regardless of where it may be
legally domiciled (see item 8).
Via La Frazia 37 82018 Calvi (BN) - Italy
info@associazionebrio.eu
tel/fax +39(0)824330132
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3. Country or countries in which the organization is active
Please identify the country(ies} in which the organization actively operates. If it operates entirely
within one country, please indicate which country. If its activities are international, please indicate
whether it operates globally or in one or more regions, and please list the primary countries in
which it carries out activities

[g] national
[g] international (please specify: )
[g] worldwide

D Africa
D Arab States
D Asia & the Pacific

o Europe & North America
D Latin America & the Caribbean
Please list the primary country(ies) where it is active:
Italy

4. Date of its founding or approximate duration of its existence
Please state when the organization came into existence.
th

The association was foundend in 2007 and registred on 4 Jenuary, 2008

5. Objectives of the organization
Please describe the objectives for which the organization was established, which should be "in
conformity with the spirit of the Convention" (Criterion C). If the organization's primary objectives
are other than safeguarding intangible cultural heritage, please explain how its safeguarding
objectives relate to those larger objectives.
Not to exceed 350 words; do not attach additional information

The aim of B.R.1.0. is to bring together individuals and institutions that would like to
operate in the fields usually associated with general cultural activities working to promote
the cultural and artistic aspects to be found in our society. This involves promoting
exhibitions and other promotional activities in socially beneficial and cultural projects.
The main aim is to actively promote different types of what we usually refer to as
"culture" and various different expressive "languages". Defining, revealing, popularising,
bringing together these differences B.R.1.0. hopes to show how diversity is a social,
cultural and above all a human resource. Being able to relate to what is culturally
different from us is a fundamental condition of being human. This is true to a greater
degree than we usually realize. The purpose of B.R.1.0. is to act as a meeting place,
tracing cultural interests whose social function is to help human and civil development
through a continuous dynamic process of education. The associations main calling is to
set up a documentary data base, both photographis and video, and is obviously close to
both Visual Anthropology and Applied Anthropolgy. The B.R.1.0 project has come about
to re-consider and systematically gather together all that is a bearer of uniqueness in
places and people and also intends to stand out and be able to attract resources and
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funding and to promote eco-compatible post-modernisation, starting from the local and
expanding out to the global, and/or viceversa. The Association has a strong
internationalist vocation and is committed to work towards the creation of a wide network
aimed to share ideas and projects with other agencies, in Italy, Europe and other parts of
the World. We believe that, by using image - just as with music - we can communicate at
a more profound level; B.R.1.0. aspires to be an experience in the life of its members
and of its near and distant friends which is not just marginal, but one that can leave a
mark in time. B.R.1.0. wishes to breathe new life into the way we understand "cultures".

6. The organization's activities in the field of safeguarding intangible cultural
heritage
Items 6.a. to 6.c. are the primary place to establish that the NGO satisfies the criterion of having
"proven competence, expertise and experience in safeguarding (as defined in Article 2.3 of the
Convention) intangible cultural heritage belonging, inter alia, to one or more specific domains"
(Criterion A).

6.a. Domain(s) in which the organization is active
Please check one or more boxes to indicate the primary domains in which the organization is
most active. If its activities involve domains other than those listed, please check "other domains"
and indicate which domains are concerned.

r;g] oral traditions and expressions

D

performing arts

r;g] social practices, rituals and festive events

D knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe
D traditional craftsmanship
r;g] other domains - please specify:
film documentation

6.b. Primary safeguarding activities in which the organization is involved
Please check one or more boxes to indicate the organization's primary safeguarding activities. If
its activities involve safeguarding measures not listed here, please check "other safeguarding
measures" and specify which ones are concerned

r;g] identification, documentation, research (including inventory-making)

D preservation, protection
D promotion, enhancement
r;g] transmission, formal or non-formal education

D revitalization
D other safeguarding measures - please specify:
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6.c. Description of the organization's activities
Organizations requesting accreditation should briefly describe their recent activities and their
relevant experience in safeguarding intangible cultural heritage. Please provide information on
the personnel and membership of the organization, describe their competence and expertise in
the domain of intangible cultural heritage and explain how they acquired such competence.
Documentation of such activities and competences may be submitted, if necessary, under item
S.C. below.
Not to exceed 750 words; do not attach additional information

Participation in the project "... come una prua nel vento della storia (... Iike a bow
in the wind of history)" ethnographic research by images in Rocchetta Sant' Antonio
(Foggia - Italy);
Collaboration for the project "HerPro" - Heritage in Progress with: S.T.RA.G.O.
SrI., Department of Technology, descriptive geometry and technical construction of the
Faculty of Architecture of the University of Naples HFederico nu A team of archaeologists
accredited by the Archaeological - from 2008;
Organization and implementation of ethnographic photography course at Alqali
(Napoli) - March-June 2009;
•
Organization of: "A mimosa ProRETT for research - I need you too," San Giorgio
del Sannio (BN) 15.03.2009;
Organization in collaboration with Archeologiattiva S.c.a.r.1. of the presentation of
the book II paese dei filosofi con gli stivali (The country of philosophers with the boots)
by Laura Frassetto Ed: Altromondo, November 2009;
Realization of the documentary "11 Ballo di Sant'Antimo (The Dance of
Sant'Antimo)", Recale (Caserta - Italy), November 2009;
Realization of the documentary "L'Odissea di San Basso. Rappresentazioni
identitarie di una comunita marinara (The Odyssey of St. Basso. Representations of a
maritime community identity)", Termoli (Campobasso - Italia), 2009
Associazione Culturale B.RI.O. (edited by), Audionarration of Feast of St. Basso
- Termoli (CB), in the digital archive of stories European Memories
http://ita.europeanmemories.eu/lnvia-Modifica/San-Basso2 , 2009:
Associazione Culturale B.RI.O. (edited by) Photonarration "Hands", in the digital
archive of stories European Memories http://ita.europeanmemories.eu/lnviaModifica/Hands2 , 2009.
•
Colucciello Aldo (edited by) Photonarration "Campolattaro - II voto per la
processione della Madonna de Canale" (Campolattaro - The vote for the procession of
Madonna de Canale), 2009 in the digital archive of stories European Memories
http://ita.europeanmemories.eullnvia-Modifica/Campolattaro-II-voto-per-Ia-processionedella-Madonna-de-Canale;
Colucciello Aldo (edited by), Photonarration "... come una prua nel vento della
storia (... Iike a bow in the wind of history)", in the digital archive of stories European
Memories http://ita.europeanmemories.eu/lnvia-Modifica/Come-una-prua-nel-ventodella-storia , 2009
Organization in collaboration with Archeologiattiva S.c.a.r.1. of the presentation of
the book II giardino di Allah by Anna Tozzi, April 2010;
Organization and implementation of ethnographic photography course at
Archeologiattiva S.c.a.r.1. - March-June 2010;
Project ongoing to document the Fracchie of San Marco in Lamis (FG), "The
Land of Fires", 2010;
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•
Participation in a publication on the Riti settennali - Guardia Sanframondi (BN)
Italy.
As laboratory B.R.1.0. Art, the working group has participated in:
Exhibition 5th Edition "Artefatto 2009 - LuminEssenze" and Catalog;
1st Exhibition X Y Z...Area di spazio and Catalog 2009;
Publication in the photo book Carpe Diem - Fotografi contemporanei by
Giancarlo Bruschini, Edizioni Estro-Verso;
Exhibition at the European Parliament in Brussels within the European EDEN
Photo Competition 2009;
3rd place 1st Edition Competition for Young Artists: MAlO Design your Tradition.
Publication of a photo in the catalog "Creative Citizenship: Mito e Media" 2009 and DVD
and exhibitions in Belgium, Romania and Tunisia;
Exihibition 1st Photografic Contest, La 'Ndocciata 2009 in the Teatro Italo
Argentino, Agnone (Isernia - Italy)
Exihibition of posters design for the Dieciminuti Film Festival 2010;
Exihibition at Istituto Superiore of Spimbergo (Pordenone, Italy) 2010;
Two Virtual Exihibitions MicroRoom and videopodcasts 2010.
Subscribe members are 164: anthropologists, professors, ethnographers,
photographers, historians, sociologists, filmakers, artists, graduates and post-graduates
students, common people. Operative Staff:
Tonino Colucciello - President
Aldo Colucciello - Scientific Referent
Regina Gallo - Vice-President
Rossana Crisci - Fondator
Pietro Colucciello - Fondator
Luisa Barricella - Fondator

7. Its experiences cooperating with communities, groups and intangible cultural
heritage practitioners
The Committee will evaluate whether NGOs requesting accreditation "cooperate in a spirit of
mutual respect with communities, groups and, where appropriate, individuals that create,
maintain and transmit intangible cultural heritage" (Criterion D). Please briefly describe such
experiences here.
Not to exceed 350 words; do not attach additional information

We had subscribe Memurandum of Understanding with:
- Associazione Culturale Alqali - Napoli - Italia
- Associazione Culturale Argonauta - Bellizzi (SA) - Italia
- Associazione Culturale LiberaMente - Rocchetta Sant'Antonio (FG) - Italia
- Associazione Culturale Xoanon - Villamaina (AV) - Italia
- Associazione Ligure La Lanterna - Buenos Aires - Argentina
- New Light Youth Association - Nairobi - Kenia
- Centre of Interethnic Research of the Republic of Moldova - Parcani - Moldova
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- Yeritac - Yerevan - Armenia
- Museo Itinerante San Benito - Cabimas - Venezuela
Patronage for documentation on traditions in the area of the Mediterranean Sea:
- Universita degli Studi del Sannio - Benevento - Italia
- Regione Puglia - Italia
- Comune di Napoli - Italia
- Provincia di Benevento - Italia

8. Documentation of the operational capacities of the organization
The Operational Directives (paragraph 94) require that an organization requesting accreditation
shall submit documentation proving that it possesses the operational capacities listed under
Criterion E. Such supporting documents may take various forms, in light of the diverse legal
regimes in effect in different States. Submitted documents should be translated into French or
English whenever possible if the originals are in another language. Please identify supporting
documents clearly with the item (8.a, 8.b or 8.c) to which they refer.

8.a. Membership and personnel
Proof of the participation of the membership of the organization, as requested under Criterion E
(i), may take diverse forms such as a list of directors, list of personnel and statistical information
on the quantity and categories of members; a complete membership roster usually need not be
submitted.
Please attach supporting documents.

8.b. Recognized legal personality
If the organization has a charter, articles of incorporation, by-laws or similar establishing
document, a copy should be attached. If, under the applicable domestic law, the organization has
a legal personality recognized through some means other than an establishing document (for
instance, through a published notice in an official gazette or journal), please provide
documentation showing how that legal personality was established.
Please attach supporting documents.

8.c. Duration of existence and activities
If it is not already clearly indicated from the documentation provided for item 8.b, please submit
documentation proving that the organization has existed for at least four years at the time it
requests accreditation. Please provide documentation showing that it has carried out appropriate
safeguarding activities during that time, including those described above in item 6.c.
Supplementary materials such as books, CDs or DVDs, or similar publications cannot be taken
into consideration and should not be submitted.
Please attach supporting documents.
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9. Contact person for correspondence
Provide the complete name, address and other contact information of the person responsible for
correspondence concerning this request. If an e-mail address cannot be provided, the information
should include a fax number.
Tonino Colucciello
Via La Frazia 37 82018 Calvi (BN), Italy
tel/fax 0824330132 info@associazionebrio.eu

10. Signature
The application must include the name and signature of the person empowered to sign it on
behalf of the organization requesting accreditation. Requests without a signature cannot be
considered.
F.to Tonino Colucciello
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Membership and personnel
As said at point 6.c. different kind of personality take part at our activities, that depend ofproject
we are running. In attachment a short list of professionality that help us to reach our goal.
Barricella Luisa

Cultural heritage

Colucciello Aldo

Social Anthropologist

Colucciello Antonella - Graphic
Coluccicllo Tonino - Business consultant
CrisCi Rossana

Cultural heritage

De Duonni Elena

Collaborator

De Duonni Veronica
Di Meglio Valeria

Collaborator
Expert in languages

Di Pace Mana Chiara
Frassetto Laura
Gallo Ciro

Photographer

Student!Anthropologist

Architect

Gallo Regina
lennaco Mano

Collaborator
Photographer

Madatova Elnara - Teacher of Russian
Martin Gustavo

Anthropologist

Nunziata Diego

Cameraman/filmaker

Pandey Shyam Manohar
Panzetti Francesco

Teacher of FUndi

Archeological touristic guide

Petroceo Elena - Artist/Photographer
Puzo Carmine

Photographer

Ruggieri Tommaso

Touristic guide

Sandradiputra Dally - Anthropologist
Silvestris Teresa - Expert in Japanese language

Associazionc cultucalc B.R.l.O. H~: R«it,i :.,. ~1>1'~#'Aj'A..t>N
Via La
82018 Calvi
10
Via
16
0824330132 cmail: i1Jfi::i!.<lli~'S;i$ld:illllclll:J~
CE 92044040621

r

Associazione Culturale B.R.I.O.
~R~~O~~

Madonna de Canale" (Campolattaro - The vote for the procession of Madonna de Canale),
2009
in
the
digital
archive
of
stories
European
Memories
della-Madonna-de-Canale;
..

Colucciello Aldo (edited by), Photonarration "...come una prua nel vento della storia ( .
a bow in the wind of history)", in the digital archive of stories European Memories
h!IDdL!1!1l&1!!:Q.12!~~lQ.ill~!LJ..l:r~~ll1!£~~:!IDJ~llitI~~Q:.ilitll&.~, 2009

..

Organization in collaboration \\~th Archeologianiva S.c.a.rJ. of the presentation of the book
Il giardil10 di Allah by Anna Tozzi, April 2010;

..

Organization and implementation of ethnographic photography course at Archcologiattiva
S.c.a.r.t. - March-June 2010;

..

Project ongoing to document the Fracchie of San Marco
Fires", 2010.

In

Lamis (FG), "The Land of

As laboratory B.RI.O. Art, the working group has participated in:
Exhibition 5th Edition "Artefatto 2009

LuminEssenze" and Catalog;

Exhibition X Y Z...Area di spazio and Catalog 2009;
Publication in the photo book Carpe Diem - Fotografi cOl1temporanei by Giancarlo Bruschini,
Edizioni Estro-Verso;
Exhibition at the European Parliament in Brussels within the European EDEN Photo
Competition 2009;
3rd place 1 Edition Competition for Young Artists: MAlO Design your Tradition. Publication
of a photo in the catalog "Creative Citizenship: Mito e Media" 2009 and DVD and exhibitions
in Belgium, Romania and Tunisia;
Exihibition 1 Photografic Contest, La rNdocciata 2009 in the Teatro halo Argentino, Agnone
(Isemia - Italy)
Exihibition of posters design for the Dieciminuti Film Festival 2010;
Exihibition at Istituto Superiore of Spimbergo (Pordenone, Italy) 2010;
Virtual Exihibition MicroRoom and videopodcast 2010.

Associazione culturale B.RoI.O. '~; Ri.dt/. ;,. V4J<~~~,("
Vin La
37 82018 Calv!
Vin Call) UUoa, 10
Via
16 86039 Tennoli
0824330132 email: lD.1s~~~lQ.!li>:12nQJlli
c.F. 92044040621
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